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Abstract

Tourism Law has had a significant impact on tour guides since it is implemented on October 1, 2013. This paper is intended to make a preliminary analysis of the Tour Guide Association (TGA). First, it will introduce the concept of the TGA and the problems of current management system. Then, the necessities and difficulties of setting up a TGA under the background of Tourism Law will be analyzed. Finally, this paper focuses on the discussion of the function of TGA including exchanging, rights protection, training and propaganda to promote the development of TGA.
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1. Introduction

Tour guides are important participants in the development of tourism industry. They are “beautiful angel” who promote tourist destinations and bring happiness to tourists. Tour guides contact with tourists the most direct and the longest time compared to other tourism staffs and leave the most lasting impression to tourists. Tour guide’s service quality determines the perceived service quality of tourists and it could even affect tourists’ behavioral intention in the future [1].

The tourism law of the People’s Republic of China (This article referred to as “Tourism Law”) was voted to pass by Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress on April 25, 2013 and was formally implemented on October 1. Tourism Law is the important milestone in the development of tourism in China. It has important influence on the travel service industry. It is conducive to better protect the legitimate rights and interests of tourism subjects, standardize the order of tourism market, and promote the sustainable and healthy
development of tourism industry in China. Tourism Law for the regulation of
tour guides is more specific, not only ensures the rights and interests of the gen-
eral guides, as well as its interests certain restrictions. Starting whit the literature
review of current management system in China, this study described problems
existed in the guide’s service and the current management system, and analyzed
the definition and significance of Tour Guide Association (TGA). Next, difficu-
lies of establishing the tour guide association under the background of Tourism
Law were discussed and some solutions were given. Finally, this paper points out
the role of the tour guide association.

2. Review of the Current Management System’s Problem

The main problem of tour guide’s management system in Chinese Mainland has
four aspects. First, some of the tour guides induce, cheat even force tourists to
shop and to take part in the projects need visitors to pay. They often cut down
the sightseeing time. Second, travel agents don’t pay to tour guides basic salary.
They don’t provide social security for tour guides. Third, guide supervision ap-
praisal system is not perfect. Fourth, there are shortcomings in terms of tour
guide training, service supervision, positive publicity and guide, service from
government and the association for tour guides [2].

The main reason of the problems is that guide management system and the
system design are not reasonable. This kind of irrationality leads to that tour
guides can’t get the knowledge and skill training, can’t gain the opportunity for
career development because they don’t have career planning, job skills training
and guidance or sharing session. When their rights are violated, they don’t have
the ability to maintain their own rights and interests, and then they can’t expe-
rience a sense of pride in their work.

As a result of the existence of those problems, it’s necessary to establish Tour
Guide Association (TGA) to cultivate good tour guide, to improve service quali-
ty, to protect the lawful rights and interests of the guide so as to play the role of
industry organization. The TGA this article mentioned is an association organiza-
tion which makes market-oriented operation, not linked in a government agency.

3. The Definition and Significance of TGA

3.1. The Definition of TGA

This paper argues that the TGA is a professional and non-profit social organiza-
tion with legal person status consisting of full-time and part-time tour guides,
tour operators and people concerned about the tour guide. The purpose of TGA
is to abide by the relevant national laws, regulations and policies, abide by social
morality and ethics, safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of tour guides
in the TGA, service for the tour guide, travel and tourism industry, play a role of
link among tour guides, government and tourism enterprises [3].

3.2. The Practical Significance of TGA

The current management system cannot effectively protect the legitimate rights
and interests of the guide, unable to provide the guide systematic skills training. Therefore, we need TGA to serve for tour guides and play a role of link among government, tourism enterprises and tour guides.

### 3.3. The Legal Significance of TGA

The Article 37 of Tourism Law stipulates the condition of applying for Tour Guide Certificate, “Persons that have passed the qualification examination of tour guides and signed labor contracts with travel agencies or registered in the relevant tourism industry organizations may apply for the certificate of tour guides”. “The relevant tourism industry organizations” in Tourism Law takes the place of “tour guide service company” in Guide’s personnel management regulation which was effective as of October 1, 1999 and was abolished on September 27, 2016. “Tour guide service company” charges a fee to renew Tour Guide Certificate annually and almost does not provide other services. Since there is no labor contracts with the tour guide, “tour guide service company” can’t effectively safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of the guide tourist guide in legal disputes. Establishing a TGA is a trend in the future. Tour guides not in travel agency not only can be legally affiliated to “tour guide service company”, also can undertake registration in the related tourism industry group such as the TGA. Tourism Law provides a legal basis for the establishment of TGA.

The Article 90 of Tourism Law stipulates that “Tourism industry organizations that are established in accordance with the law shall formulate code of conduct and service quality standards of the industry consistent with laws, administrative regulations and their own constitutions, exercise self-discipline administration on the business activities and service quality of members, and organize professional ethics education and skill training to raise the quality of tourism professionals”. Tourism Law regulates the working content of tourism industry organization from legal perspective and provides the legal counsel for TGA’ work.

Therefore, the establishment of TGA is a response to the spirit of Tourism Law, is explore and standard for management system under the guidance of Tourism Law. It has a strong legal sense.

### 4. The Difficulty of Establishing TGA

#### 4.1. Funding

Most TGA in mainland China have sole financial source. Membership fee is the main source of income for covering the Association’s normal expenditures. Insufficient funds will lead to difficulty to hold some activities and affect the quality of service.

In this regard, TGA may refer to the tour guide association in Hong Kong, Australia and other places’ successful experience such as using the market rules and the brand influence of TGA to increase the source of funding. TGA should try to improve the quality of service, strive for more member tour guides, then obtain more membership fees. Some executive and technical affairs are borne by
the TGA, and the government pays a certain amount of compensation according to the difficulty and quality of the task.

4.2. Authority

The government management of the association is too careful before. The rights of the TGA are insufficient, so it is difficult for TGA to get rid of the status of government affiliates.

To solve the problem, governmental departments should increase the devolution of power to the TGA and allow the TGA to carry out some of the work independently according to the requirements of its development and members like the annual verification of Tour Guide Certificate or training and communication for tour guides, thus the TGA can replace some of the administrative functions and the government can concentrate on doing other things.

4.3. Attraction

TGA is an industry organization that tour guides willing to join. If it only charges a membership fee every year, but not to hold some activities those are helpful and attractive to guide, it will not attract more guide to join in. Therefore, we need to thinking about how to increase attraction, enhance the cohesive affinity and sense of belonging of tour guides and make TGA into a harbor that is worth guides to trust and rely.

The TGA should attract tour guides by providing targeted services. For instance, in order to promote a good career status of tour guides and to promote career advancement, it is necessary to establish a standardized vocational training system which should specify the content of the training requirements and management methods.

5. The Role of TGA

5.1. Exchange

The TGA should provide internal communication platform for guides to share ideas and information and to exchange experience. Through holding the guide salon, fellowship activities, guide advanced deeds share activities, TGA could strengthen the connection between guides and the professional identity and a sense of pride of guides. Also, it can enhance understanding consequently make TGA a real “home” of tour guide.

Except internal communication, TGA should also strengthen the relationship and cooperation with other organizations and communities in the industry to promote the healthy and sustainable development of tourism industry.

5.2. Rights Protection

First, TGA can conduct studies of the tourism market, management and service standards to give government departments and tourist enterprises suggestions about formulating relevant policies, operation and management. In addition, TGA can actively advocate establish tour guide salary system which determines
the salary and allowance according to the level of tour guide, education, work experience, work quality, quantity and other conditions [4]. If so, those tour guides with high education, high level and rich experience can enjoy a higher level of wages, thereby encouraging other guides to improve themselves continuously [5].

5.3. Training

The Article 35 of Tourism Law stipulates that “Travel agencies shall not lure tourists into their tour programs by offering an unreasonably low price and seek kickbacks and other illegal gains by including shopping or tourist activities that involve extra costs into their programs. When organizing and receiving tourists, travel agencies shall not designate any specific shopping site or arrange any tourist activity that involves extra costs, unless such arrangements are agreed by the two sides through consultation or demanded by the tourists and cause no interruption in the program of other tourists”. And in the third paragraph of Article 60 stipulates that “Travel agencies that have arranged tour guides to provide services for the tourists must state clearly in the package tour contract the charges of tour guide services”. Tourism Law cut off the “kickbacks” and “grey income” chain and let the guide’s service return to the authenticity [6]. It can be seen that Tourism Law puts forward higher requirements for tour guides’ professional ability such as professional ethics and legal consciousness.

Therefore, TGA should strengthen the guides’ self-improvement, advocate them practice skills through the various forms of activities to compete service but not “fool”. First of all, TGA can invite excellent tour guides to share their experience in communication and discussion activities. Second, TGA can invite experts to train tour guides current events and professional knowledge. In addition, the training content should include legal knowledge to strengthen their legal consciousness. Then, they can understand the laws and regulations to use legal means to protect themselves.

5.4. Propaganda

TGA can set up a good image of tour guides and improve their social status by participating in the tourism exhibitions, publishing trade journals, building the tour guide professional website, etc. TGA should establish a good environment in tour guides, pick out some excellent tour guides every year to praise and encourage them, and guide the healthy development of the tour guide industry.

6. Conclusion

Though the development of tour guide association in mainland China is not yet mature, industry association to assume part of the administrative management function, in the long run, is the inevitable trend to promote the development of tour guide industry running. The future development of tour guide association also needs the support from the whole industry to draw lessons from the advanced experience of other countries and regions, to explore the management
methods which are adapted to the Chinese context.
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